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Yeah, reviewing a books Frost At Christmas could ensue your close associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for
you to be successful. As understood, completion does not recommend that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as settlement even more than extra will offer each success. adjacent to, the
publication as well as sharpness of this Frost At Christmas can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

Christmas Trees Nov 29 2019
A Touch Of Frost Mar 26 2022 ‘A funny, frantic, utterly refreshing brew’ – Sunday Telegraph Detective Inspector Jack
Frost, officially on duty, is nevertheless determined to sneak off to a colleague's leaving party. But first the corpse of a
well-known local junkie is found blocking the drain of a Denton public lavatory - and then the daughter of a wealthy
businessman is reported missing. And now a wave of crime threatens to submerge sleepy Denton. A robbery occurs at the
town's notorious strip joint, the pampered son of a local MP is suspected of a hit-and-run offence and, to top it all, a
multiple rapist is on the loose. But the manic Frost manages to assure his superior that all is under control. Now he has
only to convince himself...
The Graveyard Book Dec 31 2019 It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens, known as Bod, is a normal boy.
He would be completely normal if he didn't live in a graveyard, being raised by ghosts, with a guardian who belongs to
neither the world of the living nor the dead. There are adventures in the graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a
gateway to the abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod leaves the graveyard, he will be in
danger from the man Jack—who has already killed Bod's family.
Slashing Through the Snow Jul 18 2021 Maine innkeeper Holly White returns to sleuth another seasonal slaying in the
third Christmas Tree Farm mystery from bestselling author Jacqueline Frost. Reindeer Games Christmas Tree Farm is
going into the B&B business, and Holly White is looking forward to her new role as innkeeper. Even better, Mistletoe,
Maine's sheriff, Evan Gray, has deputized his little sister Libby to help Holly wrap presents for Mistletoe's toy drive. But a
cold wind ruffles the cheery holiday decorations when a new guest checks in: Cleo, a vicious B&B critic, who could make
or break the new inn. And the short December days turn even darker when Evan and Libby find Cleo's dead body in the
gift-wrapped toy donation box. The suspect list is longer than Santa's naughty list, and local resident Cookie is on it, since
her fingerprints are all over the murder weapon, a metal nutcracker that she gave to Holly. So is Libby, who recently
moved to town from Boston in less-than-savory circumstances. But cranky Cleo was an oh-holy-nightmare to lots of the
townsfolk, such as Evan's reporter friend Ray; Christopher, the inn's former contractor; and confectioner Bonnie, whose
Gum Drop Shop was a direct target of Cleo's scathing prose. To figure out the killer's identity and clear Cookie's name,
Holly and her friends brainstorm at The Hearth, the farm's café, while her mother keeps them fueled with Christmas
goodies fresh from the oven. But if they can't put the culprit on ice, Holly may never see another Christmas.
Home for the Holidays Sep 27 2019 Originally appeared in the print anthology The Bite Before Christmas. 'Tis the
season to join Cat and Bones for some holiday cheer in this Night Huntress novella by USA Today and New York Times
bestselling author Jeaniene Frost. They were looking forward to a normal holiday—at least as "normal" as it gets for
vampires Cat and Bones and their otherworldly friends and family. But their yuletide plans are shattered when a
mysterious stranger shows up and reveals long-buried secrets that threaten to take a bite out of their holiday cheer … and
lives.
Escape Claus, The: What to Do About Frost? Apr 14 2021 The Council of Legendary Figures has a problem. Jack Frost
will not behave! To teach him a lesson, the council orders him to help Santa prepare for Christmas. But things quickly
start to go wrong at the North Pole. Will Frost end up ruining Christmas forever?

Here Comes Jack Frost Mar 14 2021 A boy is lonely because all of his friends are hibernating for the winter, until he
finds Jack Frost writing on his windowpanes.
Twas the Knife Before Christmas Nov 21 2021 A Christmas delight, ’Twas the Knife Before Christmas will charm the
stockings off readers of Joanne Fluke and Leslie Meier. It’s out of the cupcake tin, into the fire for Holly White’s best
friend, Caroline. Can Holly clear Caroline’s name in time to go caroling? When a body turns up in a larger-than-life
candy bowl filled with peppermints on the town square, Holly White is horrified to learn her best friend Caroline is the
main suspect. Everyone in town, including Mistletoe, Maine’s sheriff, saw Caroline fighting with the victim on the night
of his death. Worse, a custom kitchen knife, engraved with Caroline's initials was found with him. Now, just ten days
before Christmas, Holly’s up to her jingle bells in holiday shenanigans and in desperate need of a miracle. Juggling extra
shifts at her family’s Christmas tree farm and making enough gingerbread jewelry to satisfy the crowd is already more
than she can handle?and now she has to find time to clear her best friend of murder. Add in her budding relationship with
the sheriff, and a personal stalker dressed as Santa Claus, and Holly’s ready to fly south until springtime. But her Sherpalined mittens come off when Caroline is taken into custody. Can Holly wrap up the case in time for Christmas...even after
she gains the true killer’s attention? Find out in ‘Twas the Knife Before Christmas, Jacqueline Frost’s second pinescented Christmas Tree Farm mystery.
Death Comes at Christmas Oct 28 2019 The perfect classic crime story to cosy up with this winter. Amateur sleuth Mrs
Bradley investigates a puzzling Christmas mystery . . . First published in 1936 as Dead Men's Morris. 'Mrs Bradley is an
amateur sleuth to rival Miss Marple... A delight' Guardian It is December and Mrs Bradley has left London behind for a
relaxing visit to the Oxfordshire countryside. Then, on Christmas Eve, a local solicitor is found dead by the river.
Everyone believes that he suffered a heart attack - but Mrs Bradley is suspicious, and is soon investigating a series of
disturbing clues. As the frost thaws and spring begins, the inimitable detective must work fast if she is to protect the people
close to her from a resourceful killer... 'The equal of Dorothy L. Sayers and Agatha Christie' Independent
Frost at Christmas Oct 01 2022 Ten days to Christmas and Tracey Uphill, aged eight, hasn't come home from Sunday
school. Her mother, a pretty young prostitute, is desperate. Enter Detective Inspector Jack Frost, sloppy, scruffy and
insubordinate. To help him investigate the case of the missing child, Frost has been assigned a new sidekick, the Chief
Constable's nephew. Fresh to provincial Denton in an oversmart suit, Detective Constable Clive Barnard is an easy target
for Frost's withering satire. Assisted and annoyed by Barnard, Frost, complete with a store of tasteless anecdotes to fit
every occasion, proceeds with the investigation in typically unorthodox style. After he's consulted a local witch, Dead
Man's Hollow yields up a skeleton. Frost finds himself drawn into an unsolved crime from the past and risks not only his
career, but also his life...
Mr. Jack Frost Jul 06 2020 Once upon a wintry evening she made a wish on Christmas snow... Reagan Thorton never
expected her wish to come true, even when Jack Frost appears on her doorstep. She doesn't believe such nonsense or in
happy endings, not since her husband died and she was left to raise two children. Reagan assumes Jack answered her ad
for a handyman. Jack has until Christmas Eve to make her rediscover happiness in life and joy in the holiday season.
Reagan feels emotions she hasn't felt since her husband died. She soon realizes she's falling in love, but she can't tell him
because she's afraid of opening up her heart. Jack returns her feelings, yet knows that once Christmas Eve arrives he'll
vanish forever in a swirl of snow. Or will he? After all, he has become the reason for her happiness.
Shadows of Pecan Hollow Jul 26 2019 Recommended by The Washington Post! “Paper Moon meets Badlands in this
mesmerizing Texas backroads thriller, a twisty story of a runaway girl who finds a home and a desperate love on the road
with an opportunistic criminal...told in a gritty, sensual prose.”—Janet Fitch, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
White Oleander Set in 1970-90s Texas, a mesmerizing story about a fierce woman and the partner-in-crime she can’t
escape, perfect for readers of Where the Crawdads Sing and Valentine. It was 1970 when thirteen-year-old runaway Kit
Walker was abducted by Manny Romero, a smooth-talking, low-level criminal, who first coddled her and then groomed
her into his partner-in-crime. Before long, Kit and Manny were infamous for their string of gas station robberies
throughout Texas, making a name for themselves as the Texaco Twosome. Twenty years after they meet, Kit has scraped
together a life for herself and her daughter amongst the pecan trees and muddy creeks of the town of Pecan Hollow, far
from Manny. But when he shows up at her doorstep a new man, fresh out of prison, Kit is forced to reckon with the
shadows of her past. A gritty, penetrating, and unexpectedly tender novel, Shadows of Pecan Hollow is a hauntingly
intimate and distinctly original debut about the complexity of love—both romantic and familial—and the bonds that define
us.
Hard Frost Feb 22 2022 Detective Inspector Jack Frost, Denton Division, is not beloved by his superiors. In fact, he's
something of a pain in the brass: unkempt and unruly, with a taste for crude humor and a tendency to cut corners. They'd
like nothing better than to bounce him from the department. The only problem is, Frost's the one D.I. who, by hook or by
crook, always seems to find a way to get the job done. It's a high price to pay for a pak of smokes when Frost interrupts his
vacation to filch some of Commander Mullett's cigarettes and finds himself pressed into emergency duty. Denton Division

is shorthanded after a car crash involving several tipsy high-ranking cops, and on Guy Fawkes night there's more
mischief abroad than just a few children making the rounds begging for pennies and lighting firecrackers. In the next few
days, Frost will deal with a parade of miscreants, including a blackmailer, a shifty businessman, a not-so-greiving widow,
a sexual pervert or two, a crazed housewife, and a cold-blooded kidnapper. The clock is ticking, and Frost is perilously
short of clues...
Eating Her Christmas Cookies May 16 2021 Jack In my perfect world it would always be winter and never Christmas. I
despise the holiday. I hate carols, shopping, and pretending to be a perfect family. I walked away from my family, or
rather they walked away from me. My heart is like ice-- See it creeping up the walls. Oh, wait, no, that's royal icing. I
never should have allowed The Great Christmas Bake-Off to film in my tower. And I never, ever, should have agreed to be
a judge. Chloe I love Christmas! I love sparkly window decorations, heartwarming holiday movies, and themed coffee.
Most of all I love Christmas baking. Even though his company is sponsoring the bake-off show, billionaire Jack Frost
claims he hates sweets. But after he tastes my goods I know he'll come begging for more. And wouldn't you know it, that
night Jack Frost asked me to come up to his penthouse and give him a special taste of my Christmas cookies. Against my
better judgement I went... I baked him my signature gingerbread cookies and of course he ate them up! It should have
been a Christmas miracle, but Jack Frost couldn't have come into my life at a worse time. Not only am I broke, but this
was my first Christmas after my oma died. Someone is trying to sabotage me in The Great Christmas Bake-Off. I'm being
stalked by a mall Santa. Sleeping with one of the judges is a disaster waiting to happen. I needed Jack and his washboard
abs about as much as I needed that third sticky bun. But when he says in his deep, sexy voice, "Can you make me some
more cookies?" well stick a candy cane in me I'm done. Eating Her Christmas Cookies is a standalone holiday novel. This
full length steamy romance novel has no cliffhangers but does have a very happily ever after. The paperback version
includes the full short story, Eating Her Baked Goods, which is available for free for newsletter subscribers.
A Killing Frost Dec 23 2021 A gripping new investigation for the inimitable Detective Inspector Jack Frost. The discovery
of the bodies of two young girls leaves D.I. Jack Frost in a race to hunt down the killer before he, or she, can strike again.
At the same time, he faces a crisis at Denton police station which could result in his being sacked. Jack Frost, brought to
magnificent life by David Jason in the TV series, staggers from crisis to crisis, his bumbling modus operandus disguising
his extraordinary powers of detection.
100 British Crime Writers Dec 11 2020 100 British Crime Writers explores a history of British crime writing between
1855 and 2015 through 100 writers, detailing their lives and significant writing and exploring their contributions to the
genre. Divided into four sections: 'The Victorians, Edwardians, and World War One, 1855-1918; 'The Golden Age and
World War Two, 1919-1945; 'Post-War and Cold War, 1946-1989; and 'To the Millennium and Beyond, 1990-2015, each
section offers an introduction to the significant features of these eras in crime fiction and discusses trends in publication,
readership, and critical response. With entries spanning the earliest authors of crime fiction to a selection of innovative
contemporary novelists, this book considers the development and progression of the genre in the light of historical and
social events.
Frost May 04 2020 At the behest of his surgical mentor, a young Austrian medical student poses as a law student to
journey to a remote mining town in order to observe Strauch, an aging painter and brother of his mentor, without letting
Strauch know his true occupation, and becomes caught up in the lives of the mad artist and a colorful assortment of local
characters, in the first English edition of the author's debut novel.
Frost Jan 30 2020 In this sequel to STORK, Katla Leblanc has to employ her grit, spirit, and special gifts to rescue the
boy she loves. After the drama of finding out that she’s a Stork, a member of an ancient and mystical order of women,
and that her boyfriend, Jack, is a descendent of the Winter People able to control the weather, Katla Leblanc is delighted
when all signs point to a busy and peaceful Christmas. That is, until the snowstorm Jack summons as a gift to Katla turns
into the storm of the century, attracting Brigid, a gorgeous scientist who, in turn, attracts Jack. Between the school play, a
bedridden, pregnant mother’s to-do lists, and keeping an eye on her aging grandfather, Katla doesn’t have time to
question Brigid’s motives or deal with Jack’s increasingly cold behavior. But Katla’s suspicions mount when Jack joins
Brigid on a research expedition to Greenland, and when the two of them go missing, it becomes clear that Katla is the only
one who can save her beloved Jack from the Snow Queen who holds him prisoner. Adventure, romance, and myth
combine in this winter escapade for teens who like a bit of fire with their ice.
Winter Frost Aug 19 2021 In this fifth novel in the DI Jack Frost series, a serial killer surfaces in Denton, killing
prostitutes and abducting small girls. With Frost following false leads and unable to catch the killer, his own position in
the force is put in jeopardy.
Tasting Her Christmas Cookies Feb 10 2021 After the first taste of her Christmas cookies I wanted to shove the whole
thing in my face. The whole plate of cookies, that is. Not...you know. Christmas is bad enough without one of The Great
Christmas Bake-Off contestants all wrapped up in a bow under my tree. Er...I meant...Christmas is horrible, right?! Holly
Christmas is like the perfect sugar cookie--it slowly melts in your mouth, sweetening every taste bud, making you wish it

could last forever. I love Christmas! I love the cheerful music, the fun sweaters, and the holiday lights. Most of all I love
Christmas Cookies! Grouchy billionaire Owen Frost is a begrudging bake-off judge, and I refuse to let him hate
Christmas. The man is overworked, his employees are uninspired, and his life is seriously lacking in Yuletide cheer. I
want to stuff his stocking with sugary goodness to put him in a very festive mood. But I'm not looking for holiday
romance--just to spread a little Christmas cheer. After all, along with being the queen of baking, I am also the princess of
bad decision making skills, complete with a failing business and a mound of student loan debt. And sleeping with Owen,
with his washboard abs and big Christmas package would be my worst idea yet. But when he unwraps me like a perfectly
decorated Christmas present and says in that deep, sexy voice, "Can I have another taste of your Christmas cookies?"
Well, let's just say Christmas is coming early this year! Tasting Her Christmas Cookies is a standalone holiday romantic
comedy. If you love Christmas desserts, like to laugh out loud at holiday innuendoes, and want Santa to put a tall, goodlooking guy under your tree, then pick up this full-length, steamy romance novel! There are no cliffhangers but there is a
very happy (Christmas!) ever after!
King Winter (???) Aug 07 2020 ? Google Play ?????????? ?
A Lethal Frost Jan 12 2021 NOW AN EBOOK BESTSELLER Denton, 1984. After a morning’s betting at the races,
bookmaker George Price is found in his car, barely alive with a bullet in his head. As he’s rushed to hospital, Detective
Inspector Jack Frost and the Denton police force start their hunt for the would-be murderer. But with a long list of
enemies who might want the bookie dead, the team have got their work cut out for them. And with a slew of other crimes
hitting the area, from counterfeit goods to a violent drugs gangs swamping Denton with cheap heroin, the stakes have
never been higher. Will Frost find the answers he’s looking for before things go from bad to worse? DETECTIVE JACK
FROST IS... 'A splendid creation, a cross between Rumpole and Columbo' The Times 'Deplorable yet funny, a comic
monster on the side of the angels' Guardian
The Bite Before Christmas Jun 24 2019 With The Bite Before Christmas, New York Times bestsellers Lynsay Sands and
Jeaniene Frost—two of the hottest names in paranormal romance—team up for the first time to bring lucky readers a
holiday anthology…with teeth! Here are delightful brand new stories featuring familiar faces from their enormously
popular Argeneau family and Night Huntress series. Lynsay and Jeaniene’s legion of loyal fans will flock to these
unforgettable novellas celebrating the dreams and desires of immortals at Yuletide. Better than a midnight visit from
Santa Claus, The Bite Before Christmas proves that nobody does sexy vampires better than Sands and Frost.
The Murder Map Oct 09 2020 When art dealer Ivan Fielding is found dead of a heart attack in his home, surrounded by
the treasures he's collected all his life, it doesn't initially seem like a case for Detective Inspector Frost and the Denton
police force. But then signs of a burglary are discovered, and Frost senses there's more to the story than meets the eye even though the only thing taken was a worthless amateur painting. Then a young girl is abducted outside the school, an
infamous gangster fresh from prison arrives in the area, and dead bodies start turning up in the woods. As Frost and his
team dig deeper, everything seems to lead back to Ivan Fielding's murky lifetime of misdeeds. Will they find the answers
they need before the dead man's past puts them all at risk? DETECTIVE JACK FROST IS: 'A splendid creation, a cross
between Rumpole and Columbo.' The Times 'Deplorable yet funny, a comic monster on the side of the angels.' Guardian
Frost at Christmas Aug 31 2022 Ten days to Christmas and Tracey Uphill, aged eight, hasn't come home from Sunday
school. Her mother, a pretty young prostitute, is desperate. Enter Detective Inspector Jack Frost, sloppy, scruffy and
insubordinate. To help him investigate the case of the missing child, Frost has been assigned a new sidekick, the Chief
Constable's nephew. Fresh to provincial Denton in an oversmart suit, Detective Constable Clive Barnard is an easy target
for Frost's withering satire. Assisted and annoyed by Barnard, Frost, complete with a store of tasteless anecdotes to fit
every occasion, proceeds with the investigation in typically unorthodox style. After he's consulted a local witch, Dead
Man's Hollow yields up a skeleton. Frost finds himself drawn into an unsolved crime from the past and risks not only his
career, but also his life...
First Frost Nov 09 2020 Non-conformist detective Jack Frost searches for a twelve-year-old girl who went missing from a
department store changing room, a case that is complicated by the recent disappearance of Frost's mentor.
Jane Frost Mar 02 2020 Jane Frost is distraught over the fact that a growing public is becoming intolerant of the cold.
This development has left Jane feeling alone. She begins to question her past and her purpose. Her nemesis, realtor Andre
Branch, is trying to finish her off once and for all, by taking "Winter Resort" mogul Darryl Richardson to the south. This
would remove one of the most influential kingpins from the heart of The North. There are still people out there wishing
for a white Christmas, but things are looking green. Santa's Headquarters are in a frenzied state of panic! Can Jane
restore order to The North Pole, and set up Santa and his reindeer for the ride of a lifetime...or will Father Time count off
the final ticks on Jane's days as a Northern ally? Jane Frost is an intriguing holiday story that uniquely melds traditional
holiday concepts with contemporary players, putting a modern spin on a classic fairy tale!
Frost At Christmas Jul 30 2022 ‘Exciting, ingenious, roundly satisfying’ – Literary Review Ten days to Christmas.
Tracey Uphill, aged eight, hasn't come home from Sunday school. Her mother, a pretty young prostitute, is desperate.

Enter Detective Inspector Jack Frost, sloppy, scruffy and insubordinate. He's been assigned a new sidekick, the Chief
Constable's nephew Detective Constable Clive Barnard. Fresh to provincial Denton in an oversmart suit, Barnard is an
easy target for Frost's withering satire. Assisted and annoyed by Barnard, Frost, complete with a store of tasteless
anecdotes to fit every occasion, proceeds with the investigation in typically unorthodox style. After consulting a local
witch, Frost finds himself drawn into an unsolved crime from the past. He's risking not only his career, but also his life...
Her Silent Knight Apr 02 2020 When Sir Edmund catches Miss Selina in a forbidden courtship at the frost fair, she asks
for his silence. But he has a request to make in exchange, and it may cost Selina her carefully guarded heart. For Selina
Ellis, a crowded fair held on the frozen surface of the Thames is the perfect opportunity to meet with her secret suitor--the
son of her family's solicitor--without being caught. But when an acquaintance from her childhood, Sir Edmund, discovers
their courtship, a bargain is struck. In order for Edmund to keep her secret, she must convince her mother to allow him to
stay in their home for Christmastide, where he will be close enough to keep watch on her and her secret suitor...a man of
whom he strongly disapproves. Though he hadn't planned on staying in London longer than his grandmother's funeral,
Sir Edmund cannot leave an innocent young woman like Selina in the grip of a man as manipulative as Mr. Skinner.
Loyal to his new purpose, he sets out to thwart Selina's efforts to marry Skinner, unleashing a rivalry between himself and
Selina. When she matches his subterfuge with ease, and Skinner threatens to destroy all he has, Edmund must take a new
approach--one with more risks than it's worth. As Selina's feelings for Edmund shift from enmity to friendship, her
uncertainty grows. She must choose whether love is worth sacrificing her pride. And Edmund must choose whether the
price of his silence is worth losing his heart. Sweet, Regency Christmas Romances Five Christmas romances and the Frost
Fair that started them all. Her Silent Knight is the first book in the clean and sweet Regency romance Belles of Christmas:
Frost Fair series. Although this is a stand-alone novel, the books are best enjoyed when read in order. Order the entire
series today! Book 1: Her Silent Knight by Ashtyn Newbold Book 2: All is Mary and Bright by Kasey Stockton Book 3:
Thawing the Viscount's Heart by Mindy Burbidge Strunk Book 4: On the Second Day of Christmas by Deborah M.
Hathaway Book 5: The Christmas Foundling by Martha Keyes
Jack Frost Sep 07 2020 Movie stills with full color design in this compact digest lets readers revisit the magic of the feelgood holiday movie from Warner Bros.128 pp.
Twelve Slays of Christmas Oct 21 2021 When Holly White’s fiance? cancels their Christmas Eve wedding with less than
two weeks to go, Holly heads home with a broken heart. Lucky for her, home in historic Mistletoe, Maine is magical
during Christmastime—exactly what the doctor prescribed. Except her plan to drown her troubles in peppermints and
snickerdoodles is upended when local grouch and president of the Mistletoe Historical Society Margaret Fenwick is
bludgeoned and left in the sleigh display at Reindeer Games, Holly’s family tree farm. When the murder weapon is
revealed as one of the wooden stakes used to identify trees on the farm, Sheriff Evan Grey turns to Holly’s father, Bud,
and the Reindeer Games staff. And it doesn’t help that Bud and the reindeer keeper were each seen arguing with
Margaret just before her death. But Holly knows her father, and is determined to exonerate him.The jingle bells are
ringing, the clock is ticking, and if Holly doesn't watch out, she'll end up on Santa's naughty list in Twelve Slays of
Christmas, Jacqueline Frost’s jolly series debut.
Night Frost Jun 04 2020 A serial killer is terrorizing the senior citizens of Denton, and the local police are succumbing to
a flu epidemic. Tired and demoralized, the force has to contend with a seemingly perfect young couple suffering arson
attacks and death threats, a suspicious suicide, burglaries, pornographic videos, poison-pen letters... In uncertain charge
of the investigations is Detective Inspector Jack Frost, crumpled, slapdash and foul-mouthed as ever. He tries to cope
despite inadequate back-up, but there is never enough time; the unsolved crimes pile up and the vicious killings go on. So
Frost has to cut corners and take risks, knowing that his Divisional Commander will throw him to the wolves if anything
goes wrong. And for Frost, things always go wrong...
A Killing Frost Jan 24 2022 Frost faces a multiple rapist, poisoned grocery store stock, a self-confessed murderer, and
two missing girls.
Night Frost Apr 26 2022 'Fast, furious and funny' - Daily Telegraph A serial killer is terrorizing the senior citizens of
Denton, and the local police are succumbing to a flu epidemic. Tired and demoralized, the force has to contend with a
seemingly perfect young couple suffering arson attacks and death threats, a suspicious suicide, burglaries, pornographic
videos, poison-pen letters... In uncertain charge of the investigations is Detective Inspector Jack Frost, crumpled, slapdash
and foul-mouthed as ever. He tries to cope despite inadequate back-up, but there is never enough time; the unsolved
crimes pile up and the vicious killings go on. So Frost has to cut corners and take risks, knowing that his Divisional
Commander will throw him to the wolves if anything goes wrong. And for Frost, things always go wrong...
Frost at Christmas Nov 02 2022 Ten days to Christmas and Tracey Uphill, aged eight, hasn't come home from Sunday
school. Her mother, a pretty young prostitute, is desperate. Enter Detective Inspector Jack Frost, sloppy, scruffy and
insubordinate. To help him investigate the case of the missing child, Frost has been assigned a new sidekick, the Chief
Constable's nephew. Fresh to provincial Denton in an oversmart suit, Detective Constable Clive Barnard is an easy target

for Frost's withering satire. Assisted and annoyed by Barnard, Frost, complete with a store of tasteless anecdotes to fit
every occasion, proceeds with the investigation in typically unorthodox style. After he's consulted a local witch, Dead
Man's Hollow yields up a skeleton. Frost finds himself drawn into an unsolved crime from the past and risks not only his
career, but also his life...
Jack Frost Aug 26 2019 The Guardians’ powers are put to the ultimate test in their final battle in this thrilling
conclusion to the epic chapter book series from William Joyce. When we last saw the Guardians, they were celebrating
their victory during Bright Night, the final great Battle of the Moon, where they defeated Pitch once and for all. Or so they
thought. Now, many years later, the Guardians have settled into their final selves, embracing their public images and the
Earth Holidays. But the world has not been without evil since Pitch’s imprisonment. All the Guardians feel the weight of
lurking menace, but Jack Frost—now half human, half of his former self Nightlight—feels it the most. Jack’s transition
from Nightlight to Guardian was not an easy one. Always inclined to keep to himself, Jack has become especially isolated
from the other Guardians since his transformation. Yet it is Jack who Ombric Shalazar (once a great wizard, now known
as Father Time) trusts with a tremendous secret. But for Jack to fully understand this secret, he must revisit his past—and
finally tell his story. Jack’s story, however, isn’t the only one to be reopened; an old enemy whose chapter we thought
closed will reappear and with him bring a darkness and destruction that will test the Guardians like never before. It’s a
battle of superlatives—the worse fighting the greatest, but where, oh where, is Jack?
Frost at Christmas May 28 2022 Ten days to Christmas and Tracey Uphill, aged eight, hasn't come home from Sunday
school. Her mother, a pretty young prostitute, is desperate. Enter Detective Inspector Jack Frost, sloppy, scruffy and
insubordinate. To help him investigate the case of the missing child, Frost has been assigned a new sidekick, the Chief
Constable's nephew. Fresh to provincial Denton in an oversmart suit, Detective Constable Clive Barnard is an easy target
for Frost's withering satire. Assisted and annoyed by Barnard, Frost, complete with a store of tasteless anecdotes to fit
every occasion, proceeds with the investigation in typically unorthodox style. After he's consulted a local witch, Dead
Man's Hollow yields up a skeleton. Frost finds himself drawn into an unsolved crime from the past and risks not only his
career, but also his life...
Winter Frost Sep 19 2021 ‘Possibly the most accurate picture of police work in crime fiction today... An absolute
cracker’ – Mike Ripley Denton is having more than its fair share of crime. A serial killer is murdering local prostitutes; a
man demolishing his garden shed uncovers a long-buried skeleton; there is an armed robbery at a local minimart and a
ram raid at a jewellers. But Detective Inspector Jack Frost's main concern is for the safety of a missing eight-year-old.
And soon after another girl is reported missing, her body is found . . . raped and strangled. Then Frost's prime suspect
hangs himself in his cell, leaving a note blaming Frost for driving him to suicide. Frost may be coarse, insubordinate and
fearless. But he’s also in serious trouble.
A Touch of Frost Jun 16 2021 ‘A funny, frantic, utterly refreshing brew’ – Sunday Telegraph Detective Inspector Jack
Frost, officially on duty, is nevertheless determined to sneak off to a colleague's leaving party. But first the corpse of a
well-known local junkie is found blocking the drain of a Denton public lavatory - and then the daughter of a wealthy
businessman is reported missing. And now a wave of crime threatens to submerge sleepy Denton. A robbery occurs at the
town's notorious strip joint, the pampered son of a local MP is suspected of a hit-and-run offence and, to top it all, a
multiple rapist is on the loose. But the manic Frost manages to assure his superior that all is under control. Now he has
only to convince himself...
Frost at Christmas Jun 28 2022
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